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I have been described as being "psychically null",
entirely insensitive to the energies of the world. One
night years ago in Mellon Park, Kelly told me she had
an overwhelming sensation of a presence. I recall ask-
ing if it was a zombie, vampire werewolf or ghost
feeling. She didn't much like the skepticism in my
comment but she described it as a werewolf-sort of
feeling and she wanted to leave. For me, the darkness

on the one side of the park was no different from that on the other side.
On the other hand, I have experienced some unexplainable "reactions". I

have been known to wake from a deep sleep a minute or two before the phone
rings. I'll be at work, leaning back in my chair with my arms crossed and my
eyes closed, and I will, for no reason, open my eyes and sit up. My usual reac-
tion is that I'm going to try to get more comfortable (which is impossible) but
then the phone rings.

I had a strange occurrence today. A user called and when I asked for her
login id, she gave me an id that ended with a two. For some reason when I
wrote it down on my scratch paper I wrote a one at the end instead.
Immediately realizing that I had not written what she had said I asked her to
repeat the number, scratched out the one and wrote a two.

But when I searched for the id in the user database, it didn't come up. OK,
that's not a big deal. Sometimes new users aren't yet in the Help Desk database,
so I searched the mainframe database. It wasn't there either. I asked her to
repeat it to make sure I had it right and when she confirmed that I did have it
correct I asked her name. I did a database search on her name and it returned a
number different from what she had told me. Users often don't remember their
login ids because they type theme every day and it becomes a mechanical
motion on the keyboard, an almost Pavlovian response to the request to type in
a login. Sometimes they forget.

Her actual login id was not what she had told me but was in fact what I had
initially written.

Oooooooo. Spooky.
Or not. I'm not sure if it's a form of dyslexia or if my brain is attempting to

do some sort of pattern matching or random checksum calculation but I will
sometimes simply write a different number than the one I intended to write.
Usually it's the last digit of a login id and sometimes I'm even mumbling the
correct number while writing the wrong one. So, it's entirely possible (in fact, it
is much more likely) that my brain simply misfired and I just happened to hit
the 1 in 10 chance of getting it right.

So, how do I respond before the phone rings? Am I not actually "psychical-

View From the Top
The President’s Column - Kevin Geiselman
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ly null" and tapping into the cosmic causality stream, reacting to the future
before the event? Am I somehow super-sensitive to the electricity running
through the lines, triggering a reaction in my subconscious mind before the
electronics in the phone activate?

It's probably just a coincidence. I'm not waking up because the phone is
about to ring. I'm waking up randomly and the phone just happens to ring.
There are many other times that I have awaken and gone back to sleep without
anything of note happening to keep me up (such as the phone ringing). Those
many instances are forgotten and the rare few that seem to be cause and effect
are positively reinforced.

Of course, having completely discounted any supernatural connections,
Kelly now tells me she has been thinking about the incident in Mellon Park
recently. That's just a coincidence, too. Really.

Geis - continued from page 2

The 4th River Project
presents

Malacandra Productions’

Winthrop Was Stubborn
from a novella by William Tenn,

Pittsburgh’s (& PARSEC’s) legendary science fiction writer
adapted for the stage by John Regis

directed by David Brody

starring
T.R. Butler, Leighann Niles Delorenzo,

David Dietz, Naomi Grodin, Courtney C. Jenkins, Jodi Lincoln,
Sam Nicotero, Harry O’Toole, Garth Emory Schafer,

and with
William Tenn as the Storyteller

June 2nd through 18th
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 PM 

Sundays at 7 PM
Artists Upstairs

911 Penn Ave., Downtown Pittsburgh

Passes providing admission to all
4th River events are $5 and

can be purchased at the door or
on the web at www.artsfestival.net

(A limited number of complimentary admissions
are available for PARSEC members.)

The 4th River Project is a program of the
Three Rivers Arts Festival
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Books

Mindscan
by Robert Sawyer

reviewed by Ann Cecil
(Note: while I read Greg's autographed copy of the hard cover, I have seen

the paperback available in bookstores.)
Mindscan is classic SF: the characters are thin, the plot is weak enough that

the author kind of abandons it at the end, but the ideas!  The ideas!  I want to sit
down with the author and discuss (sadly, he's not going to be at Confluence this
year); failing that, I want to get others to read the book so I CAN have a discus-
sion.

The ostensible plotline: Jake Sullivan has lived 44 years in fear of having
the blood vessels in his brain rupture and turn him into the kind of vegetable
that his father is.  He's had enough. As heir of the family brewing business, he
has the money to buy, through a company named Immortex, a new if artificial
body with no messy genetic defects and have his consciousness transferred to it.
He goes for it. (I have no idea how much the extrapolation on 'quantum fog and
quantum entanglement' match current research, but I know Sawyer does his
homework and it sounds good).

At this point the book splits into sections from the 'old' Jake's point of
view, mixed with sections from the transferred Jake (Sawyer has no problem
keeping all this straight for the reader).  The “shed skins”; the original bodies,
still alive and conscious, are taken to a super-fancy rest home on the far side of
the moon. The transferred consciousnesses are now supposed to be the legal liv-
ing owners of the biological original's property, rights, etc.

Pre-transfer, Jake met an author named Karen whose big problem is that
she's 88 and her health is failing.  Post transfer, Jake and Karen get together,
since Karen is now young and charming.  Karen is the most successful charac-
ter in the book; she carries much of the basic plot forward.  Her biological son,
a couple years older than Jake, does not take Mom's transfer well.  When a
greedy Doctor lucks into knowledge that the 'original' Karen has died, the son
sues.  He wants Mom's very large estate.

The trial is an effective forum for the exchange of ideas on consciousness -
what constitutes it? How do you prove its existence? Is it a soul, or simply cel-
lular automata interacting? The trial is set in the US, and bits of the Declaration
and the Constitution are invoked, as well as quotes from philosophers, scien-
tists, and thinkers.  This is the part of the book that keeps recurring in my head:
how would I answer that? What do I think and how do I think it?  Sawyer even
adds a touch of religion to the weave of ideas, balancing all of this very, very
carefully.  He means to be thought-provoking, not dogmatic, and for me he suc-
ceeds.

ReviewsApril Minutes
Janette Schafer

Treasurers report:  Paid $65 for mailing, current balance is $909.70.  Took
in $213 in dues and raffle.

President changed website to reflect countdown to Confluence.  Also
regarding Confluence, deadline to make hotel reservations for Confluence is
July 13. 

David Brody encouraged the group to write articles for Sigma.
For May’s meeting, field trip to NASA Glenn Research Center in

Cleveland for “Living and Working in Space.”  Meet at library at 8:30 AM.
Please RSVP in advance and advise if you are willing to drive and how many
people you can take.  Its approximately a 2 hour drive.  Vehicles, bags, & purs-
es subject to inspection.  Driver’s license is an acceptable id. Directions will be
posted on the internet.

Randy Hoffman announced that there is a Filk night after the field trip on
May 13, 2006 in Blawnox at 8:00 PM.  Those attending the field trip will be
back in plenty of time to go and show their support.

Upcoming meetings:  June meeting, Best Books of 2005.  July meeting,
Open.  August meeting, Annual Picnic.

Alpha applications are now closed.  Alpha had a record number of appli-
cants at 85 young adults.

There will not be a calendar for 2007 due to a lack of participation.  There
are plans for a calendar for 2008.

Upcoming movies to watch for:  X-Men III, Silent Hill, Mission Impossible
III, DaVinci Code

The April meeting focused on artwork.  The following individuals dis-
played their talents:

Kira Heston:  A Time Span Logo, scrying mirror with her famous winged
unicorn, and a magic wand.

Judy Sullivan:  Pen and ink of flying saucers and a cullograph print of
aliens called “Harvest”

Harriet Paxson:  Computer art of fairies.
Judy Giraldi:  Photograph (found art)
Nils Hammer:  Described woodcutting process (absent art)
Karen Yun-Lutz:  Showed photographs she is entering for a contest.
At this point, I had to leave for work, but was advised of the following:
Henry Tjerlund showed paintings, Greg Armstrong showed photographs of

his garden, and Kevin Hayes showed sketches.
A big thanks to all of our talented PARSEC artists for displaying their fine

work.
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The plot gets wrapped up in dramatic fashion, and the last chapter sneaks
in yet more questions and surprises (though they were hinted at in earlier chap-
ters).  This is the kind of SF that makes you want to go out and read the refer-
ences.  Highly recommended.

Migration
by Julie Czernada

reviewed by Ann Cecil
This must be Canada month and I didn't notice: right after finishing Robert

Sawyer's Mindscan, I read Julie Czernada’s Migration, and it had the same
effect:  I want to have a long talk with the author about the interesting stuff that
didn't make it in the book.

Czernada has a biology background, with a strong zoology component, and
it shows.  This book is labeled a sequel: in reality, they are one big book cut in
two, though Czernada does give readers of the first book a piece of closure, and
includes enough back story in this one that you could treat them as stand-alone.

The time is near-future, after the discovery that we are not alone in the uni-
verse (very not alone), and have joined the Interspecies Union.  The IU is sort
of like the Federation, except that we don't run it.  Those who do are the ones
responsible for the transect system, a kind of spaceship transporter/black hole/
move you from one system to another gimmick that supports getting the cast
from one planet to another without having them all die of old age. Our heroine
has been requisitioned by the IU to help hunt down a race that literally eats
other races: a kind of super-locust.  The sections describing how that all works
are suitably disgusting and scary.

Our heroine, Dr. Mackensie Connor, who insists on being called Mac, is a
veteran salmon researcher; in the first book, we got to see her at work, and then
we got to see that work disrupted, first by an alien who asked for help in saving
his race from persecution, and then by the persecutors.  In a well-developed
switch, it turns out that the persecutors are officially the good guys and the
alien, after introducing Mac to his world, having her become an adopted Dhryn,
undergoes a biological change into a 'feeder' and Mac loses an arm -- and nearly
her life.

The IU sends Mac home, and initially we take up salmon watching again,
but things are not calm for long.  Mac is forced to take a vacation,  is dropped
in on by two aliens, gets a mystery message, and eventually is back at the cen-
ter of the action.  Mac sticks to her own ideas, even when told she can't be
right, and of course turns out to be right in the end, narrowly saving the Earth
from complete destruction.  Oh, yes, and there is a James Bond clone to
romance with, as well as Charles Mudge III, an old Human friend that I particu-
larly liked. 

The aliens are well worth the read; I found myself laughing aloud at the
whole concept of gonads as weapon (you have to read it to understand).  It felt
as though we rushed to the plot solution a bit quickly; I am sure she knows, but

Filk by Starlite
Randy Hoffman

Over the years, those of us here in Pittsburgh who enjoy filk music have
occasionally done “house filks” -- getting together at one home or another to
sing and play -- but they’ve enjoyed only spotty success. We’ve gone from a
downstairs full of people rocking out in the eastern suburbs (including visiting
Canadian filker Graham Leathers) to three people singing at each other in an
otherwise empty living house; after the latter occurrence, we didn’t do any local
filks for a long time.

Fast forward to last summer, when Bob Wagner, a terrific
songwriter/singer/guitarist who’s a staple of the local indie music scene,
approached me about doing filk at a local venue, the Starlite Lounge in
Blawnox. Bob and I know each other through the Pittsburgh Songwriters Circle,
and we greatly respect each other’s songwriting talents. For at least two years,
Bob has been booking live acts to play on Friday and Saturday nights in the
back room at the Starlite, which is owned by local club legend Ron “Moondog”
Esser, and he thought perhaps we could bring enough people in for a “filk
night” to make a go of it. I said we’d give it a try, and last fall the concept had a
wonderful debut. Pete Grubbs, Robert Stockton, and I performed on a rotating
basis; several others sang one or two numbers; the PARSEC Players did a med-
ley of our hits; PARSECian photographers were shooting like mad; and we
passed out singalongs for everybody in the room to join in on. It was a terrific,
rollicking night, and when we passed the hat, we brought in $100 toward the
purchase of a sound system for Confluence.

We did it again in January, and although (a) Garth and Janette Schafer
made a wonderful addition to our rotating lineup, (b) we knocked the socks off
some folks from Ohio who stopped in to see what it was all about, and (c) we
raised another $50 or so.  Unfortunately the turnout was lower. and it was lower
still in March when we only raised $25. I really hope folks can come out to
support us for the next installment, which will be Saturday, May 13, from 8
p.m. until 11 p.m. or after; the caravan of PARSEC tourgoers should get back
from Cleveland no later than 6 p.m., so those of you who are along for the ride
don’t have any good excuse to miss it! Seriously, we have a good time sharing
good music, it’s for a good cause, and if we can just maintain decent attendance
for a while, I think we have a real chance to establish a regular bimonthly
“lounge filk” at the Starlite. Join us, won’t you?
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I would love to back Ms. Czernada into a corner and ask for some details on
how such a creature could have evolved on the world she posits.  If it eats
everything in its path, wouldn't there be nothing left  -- no seeds, no children --
to produce a new generation when the Dhryn migrated back?  Unfortunately, I
don't think she's coming to Confluence this year either, so I'll have to save my
questions.  But this book, like the first (Survival) is recommended.

Cast in Shadow
by Michelle Sagara

reviewed by Ann Cecil
This is another book by a Canadian, and the first I have read from the new

Luna line of books (this is Harlequin for thinking folks).  I will admit I picked
it up because of the author; the ads in the back for other books in the line don't
look like my kind of reading.  While there is a romance in this book, it really
plays second fiddle to the mystery and the strong fantasy elements.  

Kaylin is a Hawk, a member of a Order embracing various races, one of
three Orders reporting to the Lords of Law, who rule the City of Elantra.  The
city is divided into various sectors, some ruled as fiefdoms, some by a particu-
lar personage, with the Outer city law abiding.  The impression is that some of
these are crimelords, some just owners.  Our heroine used to live in Nightshade,
one of the worst, ruled over by an outcast Barrani known as Lord Nightshade.
The Barrani are one of the two sentient races (the other is called Dragons)
clearly native to the world; there is a brief mention of a myth that Humans, and
the two other races, originally came from somewhere else.  

In Elantra, magic works, and is simply a given, just as the variance in races
(one is winged) is accepted.  Kaylin, as a Hawk, does a kind of observer duty,
something akin to a patrolman.  She gets assigned to a special case, and is
forced to work with a man out of her past: Severn, tall, dark and handsome.  Of
course she immediately tries to kill him, and then refuses to explain why. The
special case involves returning to the scene of her childhood, confronting and
eventually solving the mystery of something that happened in the past, that
explains both Severn's behavior then and now.

The book mixes our heroine's bouts of anguish with a refreshing amount of
action and sufficient narrative drive to pull the reader past some (to this reader)
annoying romance tropes.  The initial all-out attack on Severn, with no explana-
tion or thought, is one.  The alien races are interestingly developed, and the
scenes with the magic (our heroine is a healer) are very well done.  I found the
logical and consistent way the magic works persuasive and believable. Even the
slightly out-of-left-field villain felt right, and brought the book to a satisfying
conclusion. Recommended.

The Broken Crown
by Michelle West 

reviewed by Diane McCarty 
The Broken Crown is Book One of West's six book series The Sun Sword.  I

action chosen by patriots and freedom lovers throughout history.
I’ll stop now.  Any further down this road and I’ll end up on some watch

list or other.  (If I’m not already.)
V for Vendetta is a lavish film version of the Thatcher era graphic novel by

Alan Moore and David Lloyd. adapted by the makers of The Matrix and it’s
sequels, and directed by first time director James McTeigue.  

V, the title character, is a terrorist.  Or is he?  The fascists that have used
fear and deception to take over near future England label him a terrorist but
they similarly describe anyone who gets in their way.  If you’re not with them,
you’re against them.  Gays, Muslims, intellectuals, political opponent of any
kind are lumped into a sort of societal “axis of evil”, herded into internment
camps and wiped out.

Into this Orwellian nightmare strides V, wearing a Guy Fawkes mask and a
cape, quoting Shakespeare, blowing things up, ruthlessly cutting throats, he is a
one man army of the people.  John Hurt is a Big Brother like dictator, seen
mostly as a close up on a massive video screen ranting at his council of toadies.
Stephen Rea is the conscience stricken head of police, who while hunting for
the elusive V, stumbles across the terrifying truth of his leader’s rise to power.
Natalie Portman is the pretty young woman V saves from an assault by corrupt
members of the secret police.  And at the heart of the film is the echoing voice
of  Hugo Weaving as V, theatrical, charismatic and deadly.

V for Vendetta is a marvelous film.  Despite some deviations from the plot
of the graphic novel, it is true to the tone and themes of the original.   A beauti-
fully filmed and acted epic, it delivers thrills and a message in a rousing, well
written and directed package.

The question that’s being asked by reviewers and bloggers is whether V is
a patriot or terrorist.  I think you can guess what my answer is.  Of course, Dr.
Johnson put the word “patriot” in its place at about the same time terrorists like
Paul Revere and Tom Payne were taking on the oppressors of their day, but
“revolutionary” works fine for me.

Ice Age II: The Meltdown
reviewed  by Diane McCarty

On the lighter side; Manny the Mammoth, Sid the sloth, and Diego the
saber-tooth cat are back along with that nutty acorn loving squirrel Scrat.  In
this movie melting ice threatens to flood the valley where our animal friends
live.  It's good news/bad news for Manny.  He's not the only mammoth left -
they find a girl mammoth - but she thinks that she's a possum and that he's a
jerk.  Plus, they all have to make it to the other end of the valley before the
water rushes in and drowns everyone.  How they do it is a very, very funny
story, though.
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enough, the only story in the anthology not in first person, but it fits so smooth-
ly you barely notice.

Jack McDevitt's PI is female. She takes a case to explore why an artist's
model and the artist would take a boat out onto Chesapeake Bay at the start of a
hurricane, and gradually uncovers a fraud that involves otherworldly art objects,
a couple of low-life thugs, and an all -too-greedy art collector.  While parts of
this story were a bit obvious, I guessed wrong about what was actually going on
and was surprised at the conclusion, though I should have seen it coming.

Best of the lot is the last story, by Robert Sawyer.  "Identity Theft" is on
the Hugo ballot, and it is easy to see why.  The story starts with the classic
clichés and then twists and twists, until the reader is breathless keeping up.  The
initial case involves a sexy wife looking for her missing husband; the initial
twist is that they both were 'transfers' -- mind scanned and put into a new
improved inorganic body. Pretty soon the PI and the reader guesses that murder
is involved: the big question is who?  Sawyer throws in a fair amount of world-
building detail: the story is set on Mars, prospecting is a big and occasionally
very rewarding activity, and having a body that doesn't need life support is a
serious advantage. What seem like side-tracks in the story turn out to matter,
and the conclusion is non-stop action -- literally slam-bang.

I was just going to dip into this anthology, and instead found myself addict-
ed.  Highly Recommended; this one is worth joining the SFBC.

Movies

V for Vendetta
reviewed by David Brody

Hereafter, a few paradoxes:  
•  Thomas Jefferson said: “The tree of Liberty must be refreshed from time

to time with the blood of patriots and tyrant.”
•  Just decades ago Nelson Mandela was on terrorist lists.
•  The IRA (usually labeled a terrorist group) has shifted it’s armed struggle

against the 800 year foreign occupation of Ireland, from bombs to ballot boxes.
These were some of my thoughts as I watched V for Vendetta:
•  When did George Washington stop being a rebel and became the father

of our country?
•  When is violence a necessary part of any people’s struggle for freedom.
As some of you know, my father was a committed Marxist.  He believed

that the violent overthrow of the Capitalist system was an inevitable step in the
progress of a historical dialectic in which he passionately believed.  While I
came to the conclusion many years ago that Marxism as an economic system
was ill conceived, I believe, as did our own country’s founders, that tyranny
must sometimes, as a last resort, be brought down by force.  America did it.
France did it.  Tsarist Russia did it (but got it wrong.) It’s been the course of

suggest you buy a notebook to keep score with before you start this series.
That, and maybe the prequel duology The Sacred Hunt as well.  However, not
having read those two books first does not distract from following the action in
The Sun Sword as much as the fact that the book has no appendix or glossary.
You really need a score card to follow all the many plots the grand cast of char-
acters have going.  Serra (ie: "Lady") Diora is the most sought-after beauty in
the Dominion of Annagar.  Her aunt, Serra Teresa, teaches her the subtle way
that women can have power even if the clansmen of Annagar have given them
none.  Serra Diora is married off into the harem of Annagar's ruler, but then the
whole ruling clan is murdered.  The only other member left besides Diora is Ser
(''Lord") Valedan, a concubine's son who is a hostage exchanged with the
Empire of Essalieyan.  Unfortunately, the hostages from Essalieyan have been
killed, which means Ser Valedan and the other Annagar hostages are due to be
executed, too.  This turn out to be a plot by traitorous nobles and evil demonkin
to take over both countries.  Diora and Valedan are not waiting for events to run
them over, though.  What they manage to accomplish, and what the mysterious
Kiriel has to do with any of this remains to be seen throughout the rest of this
well-written series about this fully realized world.

Down the Dark Spaceways
edited by Mike Resnick

published by the Science Fiction Book Club
reviewed by Ann Cecil

This is one of the best anthologies I have ever read.  Resnick got an all-star
lineup of contributors: the six stories (novellas) are by Resnick, Robert Reed,
Catharine Asaro, Jack McDevitt, David Gerrold, and Robert Sawyer.  All of
them are good, both as mysteries and as science-fiction.  I read one right after
the other, in each case sucked in by the premise, and yet each story is vivid and
memorable.

Resnick's is the lightest, which is probably why he put his first: no point in
trying to follow the masters.  His detective hits all the hard-boiled clichés, and
then veers off into space on a "Guardian Angel" trip to find, and then save, a
runaway young man who is the key to a murder mystery.   Catharine Asaro fea-
tures a female PI working in her Skolian Universe, where the gender rules are
different for the aristocracy, but in "The City of Cries" - particularly in the
underground, all bets are off and whoever has the pulse gun rules.  David
Gerrold contributes a disturbing and effectively moody piece set "In the Quake
Zone" which is about timequakes -- among others.  It explores gay young men
and their lack of place in the America of the late 60's, manages to relate that to
Nam, and pulls it all together with a murder that didn't happen. 

Robert Reed's story is set on his Great Ship, and his detective is technically
an amateur pressured into service by his past secrets.  The resourceful hero
manages to solve the case which includes a series of murders, save the threat-
ened heroine, and work in a nice romance as well.  This is, interestingly


